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ABSTRACT  

The paper investigates the importance of creating a stronger link between University 

and Industry: this link should be based on companies’ collaboration to both teaching 

and research activities.  

The Research Unit ProgettoProdotto of the Indaco Department (Politecnico di Milano) 

has been trying to identify a systematic modus operandi to offer new knowledge to 

companies through Design Research. This knowledge is the result of a structured design 

research activity that uses a design process made up of phases based on 

multidisciplinary contents, research and design activities. 

Such process was first developed within academic research activities; then it 

demonstrated to be very useful also in teaching activities, to make students better 

understand how action research can be a fundamental source of knowledge for an 

applied discipline as Design and how this research can have an important role in 

companies’ innovation processes.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Considering both the turbulence and fierce competition of global markets and the 

reaching of a global equalization of New Product Development (NPD) processes 

quality, the authors assume that nowadays, in education activities, it is always more 

important to stress the important role of Design as an innovation driver in NPD 

processes.  

The best way to make design students understand this role, not just in theory but also in 

practice, is via a direct collaboration with companies. Thus, the focus of the paper will 

be on the application of a process developed for Design Research to teaching activities 

in collaboration with companies; such application will be shown by a case history 

derived from the two authors experiences. 

 
2 THE DESIGN PROCESS  

Many are the definitions of design that underline its process nature. Bürdek, for 

instance, affirms: "Every design object is to be understood as the result of an 

evolutionary process whose course is affected by different conditions and choices, not 

only creative." [1, p. 118]    

The term design refers therefore to a process that always has a tangible result (outlines, 

sketches, prototypes, a product, a logo, a graphic interface, a service….).  
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The aim of the designer is to explore, to experiment, to compare alternative solutions in 

order to choose the best; the ability typical of the designer is to give both sense and 

form to new ideas. 

The starting point of every design process is the existence of a problem to be resolved 

through a project.  

First of all, it is necessary to clearly identify the problem trough a research activity; 

once done, the designer follows a logical succession of steps. [2] Thus, the three main 

phases of every design process typically are: Research, Concept generation and Concept 

development.  

According to the authors, it is important for design students to understand the process 

nature of the design activity and to learn how to manage such a process, above all when 

the generation of an innovative product is their final goal. 
 
2.1 Definition of a Design Research process   

The Research Unit ProgettoProdotto has been trying to identify a systematic modus 

operandi to offer new knowledge to companies through Design Research. 

The driving idea, at the base of RU ProgettoProdotto approach to Design Research, is 

that product innovation finds its natural cradle inside the design activity and that design, 

as an ideal place for experimentation, is a valid tool for reorganizing data coming from 

reality and obtaining new knowledge.  

Regarding the importance of experimentation, Roberto Verganti says: "Experimentation 

is the engine of a process at elevated rate of innovation: for exploring innovative paths, 

for developing knowledge and for reducing uncertainty" [3, p. 170]. 

Thus, the RU ProgettoProdotto has defined a process to make aware, organized and 

systemic the creative approach typical of industrial design; the process proposes a 

possible solution to translate the bits of information related to complex and turbulent 

contexts (technical and socio-cultural knowledge), at first in aspects related to consumer 

needs (subjective aspects of knowledge), thereafter in knowledge inherent to the project 

(design knowledge) and finally in strategic knowledge useful for the enterprise to 

innovate [4].  

Such process was first developed within academic research activities in collaboration 

with companies; then it was adapted to teaching activities, in the form illustrated in the 

following chart.   

 

Figure 1. The design process 

Every phase is explained to students as follow.  
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2.1.1 The Research Phase: to analyse the system and the context  

The first step to be done when starting a design process aimed to obtain innovation is to 

understand both the industrial system in which we are getting in and the cultural context 

surrounding the product we want to innovate.  

We intend the system to be “the industrial sector under study” (e.g. the household 

appliances field). Thus, students are asked to analyse the competitive environment of 

the company they are collaborating with.  

At this stage, students should learn that every system has its own features; thus, if from 

one side there can be approaches valid for all the systems, from the other side there is 

always the need to adapt research tools to the specific product we want to innovate. 

We intend the context to be “all elements that are not part of the system but still have a 

strong influence on the product we want to innovate” (e.g. if we want to innovate an 

oven or a refrigerator, the new feeding life styles are a fundamental part of the context). 

Here, we want students to understand the importance of the cultural context that 

surrounds the product. In every culture, people have developed patterns of behaviour 

that are based on their experience and influenced by their environment: this means that 

within a culture, particular values are built into products without questioning. These 

implicit values are often the qualifiers according to which products are bought. As such 

aspects are implicitly expected, they may not be mentioned in traditional market 

research: it is so obvious that no one will mention it. But if not understood, they can 

prove to obstacle innovation [5]. 

We teach students that in order to define the context, it is necessary to identify the 

experiential universes to which a product belongs and to understand what influences its 

interaction with the user. Students are thus asked to identify and analyse real and 

potential product users referring to two categories: trends about life styles and 

consumption habits; daily and extraordinary situations of use.  

The general aim of the Research Phase is to make students identify the main industrial, 

technical and cultural factors that influence the product they are asked to innovate. 

 

2.1.2 The Research Phase: the User Point of View 

Since we want students to understand that the distinctive feature of the design 

profession lies in the designer ability to analyse a product putting their selves into the 

user’s shoes, we ask them to systematize the data resultants from the System and 

Context Analysis using the "user point of view” as a filter.  

In other words, students are asked to tell (in a visual form) to both teachers and 

company representatives all the subjective and objective aspects that, according to them, 

characterize the user-product relationship in the different contexts in which such 

relationship can take place.  

 

2.1.3 The Concept Generation Phase 

At the beginning of this second stage, the challenge for students is to translate all the 

bits of information gathered in the previous phase in real innovation opportunities: “an 

innovation opportunity exists when what is currently on the market leaves a gap for the 

introduction of a product that is either new or significantly improved” [6, p. 9].  

Students express the opportunities they have identified for the introduction of new 

products as a visual design brief, using pictures, sketches and images. In the brief, 

students are asked to declare their design intentions and expectations; then, they start 

generating a number of product ideas. Afterwards, during a “choice process” to which 

students, teachers and company representatives take part, the most promising ideas are 

selected; to each selected idea, a concept creation will correspond.  
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At the end of this phase, every student (or group of students) presents to both teachers 

and company representatives a product concept that is their creative interpretation of the 

analysed issues. 

 

2.1.4 The Concept Development Phase 

In this final stage of the design process, students are asked to translate their concept into 

a feasible industrial product, deepening both the product’s aesthetic and the technical 

aspects. What we do ask at the end of the process is a final design, with both mechanical 

drawings and photo real renderings. Again, the final design is presented by students to 

company representatives, simulating a real professional relationship. 

 

3 THE ROLE OF THE RU PROCESS IN NPD PROCESSES 

The approach we teach to students has been elaborated starting from the state of the art 

about both Design and NPD processes and it has been constantly updated thanks to the 

interaction with companies.  

We want our design students to learn how both design research and design activities can 

contribute to each phase of the NPD process; thus, we present to them a standard NPD 

process, which identifies three main stages: Product Planning, Strict Development and 

Realisation [based on 7]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The standard new product development process 

In order to achieve a product innovation, the Product Planning phase is the most critical 

one: this is the Creative phase, where creativity is intended as the act of coming up with 

new product ideas. According to our research experience, the design activity is 

generally not involved in this phase: its role is typically relegated in the Strict 

Development phase. Instead, we firmly believe that design should be a part of the 

Product Planning Phase, with the same role of the widely used strategic marketing tools. 

What design can offer to companies is the definition of a new idea, namely the 

definition of a clear strategic direction to follow in order to generate innovative 

products: “The development of product concepts is surely the most effective tool for 

envisioning the future and gaining reactions from other departments in the company and 

outside markets.” [2, p. 255].  

Moreover, the early visualization of new product concepts, allows the partner company 

to experiment and, by doing this, to deeply understand the nature of the innovative 

problems and to solve in advance the elements of uncertainty related to every NPD 

Process [2]. 
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4 CASE STUDY: BRICOASPIRA VACUUM CLEANER 

 
Students: Riccardo Colombo, Matteo Moroni, Alberto Zuchelli 

Course: Design Workshop within an Industrial Design Master Course 

Academic Year: 2004-2005 

Company: Polti  

 
Bricoaspira is a concept developed by a group of three students in collaboration with 

Polti, an Italian manufacturer of small household appliances.  

Polti gave to students a starting brief, asking them to develop a vacuum cleaner for the 

do-it-yourself people. The students performed their Research Phase analysing all the 

categories of vacuum cleaners already on the market, with their pros and cons, and 

gathering the main technical information (they focused on the different suction and 

filtration systems, but analysed also the materials and manufacturing processes of both 

the functional and aesthetic product parts); then, they performed an analysis of all the 

unconventional places where vacuum cleaners are used (cars, garages, potting sheds and 

so on) and the kind of dirt they are used for (dust, filings, cobwebs and so on). 

At the end of the Research Phase, in accord with the company, the students decide to 

focus on a vacuum cleaner to be used in garages, with a set of specific accessories for 

the do-it-yourself needs and for cleaning cars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The two main views of the BricoAspira vacuum cleaner 

Thanks to this design experience in collaboration with Polti, the students understood 

two important reasons why is important to perform a structured and exhaustive 

Research Phase. 

The first reason is that the gained knowledge gave them the possibility to collaborate 

with the company to better pin the design brief down. 

The second reason is that gaining a good knowledge of the product’s System and 

Context helped them to be more creative: in fact, any creative process, even when it 

seems coincidental, is based on a deep knowledge of the issues faced and is always an 

extension of what is already known [9]. 

The aim of Polti, in collaborating with these three students was to explore an innovation 

opportunity that the company had been thinking about for a while but without having 

enough human resources to really invest and experiment on it.  

In our experience, this is often the case when a company agrees to participate into 

teaching activities: to explore new product ideas that are non-overriding in the company 

agenda, but still can become interesting innovation opportunities. 
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Figure 5. One of the accessories for the do-it- yourself 
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